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Abstract
This paper explores the effect of news shocks in open economies using worldwide giant
oil and gas discoveries as a directly observable measure of news shocks about future output ̶ the
delay between a discovery and production is on average 4 to 6 years. We first analyze the effects
of a discovery in a two-sector small open economy model with a resource sector. We then
estimate the effects of giant oil and gas discoveries on a large panel of countries. Our empirical
estimates are consistent with the predictions of the model. After an oil or gas discovery, the
current account and saving rate decline for the first 5 years and then rise sharply during the
ensuing years. Investment rises robustly soon after the news arrives, while GDP does not
increase until after 5 years. Employment rates fall slightly and remain low for a sustained period
of time.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Economists have long explored how changes in expectations affect the behavior of
forward-looking agents. This literature dates back at least to Pigou (1927) and Keynes (1936)
who suggested that changes in expectations may be important in driving economic fluctuations.
In closed-economy macroeconomics, a seminal paper by Beaudry and Portier (2006) triggered a
resurgence of interest in news-driven business cycles by providing evidence that news about
future productivity could explain half of business cycle fluctuations in the United States. Since
then, there has been a growing number of studies using various identification methods to explore
the importance of so-called “news shocks” in driving business cycles. In open-economy
macroeconomics, the intertemporal approach to the current account has sought to explain
fluctuations in the current account as the optimal response to changing expectations of future
output growth (e.g. Sachs (1981), Obstfeld (1982), Persson and Svensson (1985), Engel and
Rogers (2006)). The main challenge in both literatures has been to identify news shocks and to
provide evidence of “anticipation effects” following those shocks. Unfortunately, there is little
direct evidence of the empirical relevance of the effect of news shocks on macroeconomic
variables.2
This paper provides empirical evidence of the effect of news shocks on the current
account and other key macroeconomic variables using plausibly exogenous variation in the
timing of worldwide giant oil and gas discoveries as a directly observable measure of news
shocks about higher future output. The delay between a discovery and production is on average 4
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Some of the few examples are in the fiscal literature, which has employed measures of news of future fiscal
actions (e.g. Ramey (2011), Barro and Redlick (2011), Mertens and Ravn (2012), Kueng (2012)). Alexopoulos
(2011) measures productivity shocks with book publications, but the publications represent information about
contemporaneous innovations, not news about future innovations.
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to 6 years. A giant oil or gas discovery is defined as a discovery of an oil and/or gas field that
contains at least a total of 500 million barrels of ultimately recoverable oil equivalent.3 Hereafter
we refer to discoveries of giant oil (including condensate) and gas fields as simply “giant oil
discoveries.”
We first extend the Jaimovich and Rebelo (2008) small open economy model to include
two sectors, where one sector is a resource sector with oil discoveries. We use this model to
develop the macroeconomic predictions for news about oil discoveries and to determine how
they might differ from the standard aggregate total factor productivity (TFP) news shock. In the
empirical work, we construct a net present value (NPV) of the oil discovery as a percentage of
GDP at the time of the discovery. We then estimate a dynamic panel distributed lag model over a
sample covering the period 1970-2012 for up to 180 countries. Our empirical estimates of the
effects of oil discoveries on key macroeconomic variables are largely consistent with the
predictions of our model.
A historical example of giant oil discoveries is Norway. The country borrowed
extensively to build up its North Sea oil production facilities following the first several
discoveries in the late 1960s and early 1970s (see Obsfeld and Rogoff, 1995 pp. 1751 and Figure
2.3). Meanwhile, Norway’s saving rate also declined due to the expectation about higher future
output. The rise in investment and the decline in saving translated into a sharp current account
deficit approaching minus 15 percent of GDP at its trough in the year 1977. The current account
then started to improve as saving began to rise and investment demand declined following the
start of massive oil exports.
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Ultimately recoverable reserves refer to the amount that is technically recoverable given existing technology.
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This example illustrates three unique features of giant oil discoveries that make them an
ideal candidate for a measure of news about future production possibilities: the relatively
significant size, the production lag, and the plausible exogenous timing of discoveries. First,
giant oil discoveries represent a significant amount of oil revenue for a typical country of modest
size. The median value of the constructed NPV as a percentage of country’s GDP is about 9
percent. Giant oil discoveries provide a unique source of macro-relevant news shocks since it is
difficult to find other direct measures of news shocks at the country level that have similar
significance. Second, giant oil discoveries do not immediately translate into production. Instead,
there is an initial burst of oil field investment for several years and production typically starts
with a substantial delay of 4 to 6 years on average following the discovery. Giant oil discoveries
thus constitute news about future output increases. This feature is unique in the sense that other
plausibly exogenous and directly observable shocks used in other strands of literature such as
natural disasters are contemporaneous. Third, the timing of giant oil discoveries is plausibly
exogenous and unpredictable due to the uncertain nature of oil exploration. Thus exploiting the
variation in the timing of giant oil discoveries provides a unique way to identify the news effect
on macro variables.4
To estimate the dynamic impact of giant oil discoveries on macro variables, we adopt a
dynamic panel distributed lag model. Panel techniques including year- and country- fixed effects
allow us to control for global common shocks and cross-country difference in time invariant
factors such as countries’ geographical location, institutions, and culture. In addition, exploiting
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A limited number of papers have used giant oil discoveries in the context of studies of democratization and
conflicts. Tsui (2011) explores the impact of giant oil discoveries on medium run democratization. Cotet and Tsui
(2013) and Lei and Michaels (2011) study the relationship between giant oil discoveries and civil conflicts. To the
extent of our knowledge, we are the first to exploit giant oil discoveries as news shocks to test the predictions of a
standard macro model with news.
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solely within-country variations in the timing of the giant oil discoveries allays concerns about
endogeneity bias that would have otherwise resulted from omitted variable problems. The
impulse responses are qualitatively consistent with the predictions of the model. In the years
immediately following the discoveries, the current account decreases significantly as investment
rises and the saving rate declines. Five years after the discovery, the average effect of giant oil
discoveries on the current account turns positive and significant, as output and saving rise and
investment declines. A peak effect is reached about eight years following the discovery after
which the effect of giant oil discoveries gradually declines. Interestingly, employment rates
decline after the news arrives and remain below normal for over 10 years. We also explore
numerous empirical extensions, such as the difference between onshore and offshore discoveries,
the effects of financial market openness, and the respective roles of the private and public sectors
in explaining our main results.
Our results are robust to a wide array of checks. First, our results are robust to numerous
permutations of the oil discovery variables, including simple dummy variables and alternative
ways of constructing the net present value of oil revenues. Second, we find that our results are
not driven by a particular group of countries. Removing groups of countries including countries
in Middle East and North Africa, major oil exporters or countries without any discoveries do not
alter the pattern of the dynamic effects of giant oil discoveries. Third, because discoveries that
immediately follow a discovery could be seen as predictable, we check whether our main results
still hold if we remove them. We also selectively use discoveries that occurred when no
discoveries happen in the last past three years and separately control for current and lagged
values of exploration expenditures. All our results are virtually unchanged. Finally, our results
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are also robust to using different model specifications, particularly including higher order lags
for the dependent variable and for giant oil discoveries.
Our paper contributes to both the closed economy and open economy literatures on newsdriven fluctuations. In the closed economy literature, Barro and King (1984) and Cochrane (1994)
pointed out that news about future TFP could not be a driver of business cycles in a standard real
business cycle (RBC) model since news about future production possibilities should lead to an
initial rise in consumption and fall in labor because of the wealth effect. Using time series
techniques to identify news shocks from stock prices and TFP, Beaudry and Portier (2006) found
empirical evidence that labor increased in response to news, and that news shocks could account
for 50 percent of the business cycle variation of output. Beaudry and Lucke (2009), SchmittGrohe and Uribe (2012), Blanchard, L’Huillier and Lorenzoni (2012), and Kurmann and Otrok
(2013) used other techniques to reach similar conclusions. In response, Beaudry and Portier
(2004), Jaimovich and Rebelo (2008, 2009), den Haan and Katlenrunner (2009), and others
developed models that could produce an increase in labor input in response to news. SchmittGrohe and Uribe (2012) and Miyamoto and Nguyen (2015) estimated DSGE models allowing
for news about a variety of shocks (not just TFP) and found that news shocks were a major driver
of business cycles. More recently, however, Barsky and Sims (2011) and Barsky, Basu and Lee
(2014) have used time series techniques to identify TFP news shocks from consumer confidence
and found that news shocks did not generate business cycle fluctuations. Moreover, Fisher (2010)
and Kurmann and Mertens (2014) have highlighted problems with Beaudry and Portier’s
identification method. Ramey (2015) finds very low correlations between the TFP news shocks
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identified using the different methods. Thus, the empirical work based on time series
identification is in flux. 5
The unique timing characteristic of oil discoveries provides a methodological
contribution to the identification problem of news shocks and the associated anticipation effects.
Standard approaches in this literature rely on VARs or DSGE models, both of which require
many untested identification assumptions and are thus subject to debate. Exploiting the natural
lags between giant oil discoveries and the subsequent increase in production provides a unique
way to directly measure news shocks about future output increase. In turn, that allows us to
conduct a quasi-natural experiment that does not rely on identification using VARs or parametric
DSGE models. Our approach provides direct evidence on how news shocks affect
macroeconomic variables. Since our approach identifies only one type of news shock, it cannot
reveal what fraction of output or current account fluctuations are driven by news shocks.
However, our new results can be used to shed light on other methods for identifying news. For
example, one could test a time series identification method to see whether it can accurately
uncover the oil discovery shocks and produce responses that match our estimated responses.
In a similar vein, this paper also provides direct evidence for the classic intertemporal
approach to the current account (e.g. Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995)). That approach uses insights
from the permanent income hypothesis to make predictions about the current account based on
the intertemporal budget constraint of an open economy. Testing the intertemporal model is
difficult, though, because there are few direct measures of expectations about future output or
productivity. Typically, time series methods are used for empirical testing, but often the results
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See Beaudry and Portier (2014) and Krusell and Mckay (2010) for recent surveys of the literature on news shocks
and business cycle fluctuations.
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are sensitive to the particular assumptions used (e.g. Ghosh and Ostry (1995), Bergin and
Sheffrin (2000), Corsetti and Konstantinou (2012)). We find evidence for a statistically and
economically significant anticipation effect on the current account through both the saving and
investment channels following the announcement of a giant oil discovery, supporting the view
that expectations can be an important driving force for the current account dynamics. Thus, this
empirical finding also contributes to a broader literature exploring the empirical determinants of
the current account and its adjustment to shocks (e.g. Chinn and Prasad, 2003; Chinn and Wei,
2013).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a two-sector small
open economy model to develop the implications of news from giant oil discoveries. Section III
discusses the relevance of using giant oil discoveries. Section IV lays out the empirical strategy
and Section V presents the main results. Section VI presents some extensions and Section VII
discusses robustness checks. Section VIII concludes.

II. OIL DISCOVERIES IN A SMALL OPEN ECONOMY
In a simple endowment open economy, news of a future increase in output should
produce an immediate rise in consumption and an immediate fall in the saving rate and current
account as the country borrows abroad. Once the new resources become available, the saving
rate and current account should swing from negative to positive as the country pays off its debt
and also saves for the future.
Oil discoveries in a production economy add complications, however, because
exploitation of the resources requires sector-specific investment. Moreover, as we discuss below,
8

the oil sector has a much lower labor share and higher capital share than the rest of the economy.
In order to understand how these complications change the predictions for key macroeconomic
variables, we analyze a stylized two-sector model that extends Jaimovich and Rebelo’s (2008)
(JR) one-sector model of news in a small open economy. We add a resource sector to their model
in order to capture important features of news about oil discoveries. We use this model both to
generalize the intuition from the endowment economy and to compare the effects of news of oil
discoveries to the canonical case of news about future TFP which has been the main focus of the
news literature.
We find that news about oil discoveries causes the current account/GDP ratio to swing
negative initially and then to swing positive once the oil production starts. The responses of both
the investment/GDP ratio and the saving rate drive the behavior of the current account. GDP
does little for the first several years and then rises once the oil production starts, but consumption
jumps as soon as the news arrives. Thus, the qualitative predictions of the intertemporal approach
to the current account extend to the special case of oil discoveries. The behavior of labor input,
however, is heavily dependent on the details of the model; it falls in some cases and rises in other
cases.

II.A.

Model Setup
Consider an economy populated by identical agents who maximize their lifetime utility U

defined over sequences of consumption

and hours worked
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0. In our baseline model, we use Greenwood,

Hercowitz, and Huffman (1988) (GHH) preferences, which shut down the wealth effect on labor
supply and are now standard in open economy models (e.g. Correia, Neves, and Rebelo (1995),
Uribe and Schmitt-Grohe (2015)).6 The household provides capital and labor in a competitive
market.
There are two sectors in the economy: an oil sector and non-oil sector. The non-oil goods
sector uses capital,

, and labor,

, with a constant returns to scale Cobb-Douglas production

function of their inputs:
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labor, and the stock of producing oil reserves with a Cobb-Douglas production:
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Jaimovich and Rebelo (2008, 2009) use more general preferences that nest both GHH and King, Plosser, and
Rebelo (1988) preferences. However, Jaimovich and Rebelo calibrate their parameters so that the preferences are
very close to GHH preferences.
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(3)

where 0

,

,

1, and

is the stock of oil reserves available for production in

period .7 We will discuss more details of oil reserves below.
Following Jaimovich and Rebelo (2008, 2009), we assume that there are adjustment costs
on investment, I. The adjustment costs are on sectoral investment, so that intratemporal
reallocation of capital between the two sectors is impeded, which is plausible given the sectoral
specificity of capital. Thus, the capital accumulation equation for each sector is:

,

,

1

with adjustment cost parameter

,

2

1

,
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(4)

> 0 and depreciation rate δ between 0 and 1. The functional

form implies that there are no adjustment costs in the steady state.
For simplicity, we assume that all goods are tradeable and that households consume only
good 1, but can exchange oil for good 1 on international markets. 8 Thus, the flow budget
constraint is given as follows:
1
where

,

,

,

,

(5)

is net foreign assets at the end of period , which are denominated in the non-oil good,

is the interest rate, and

is the relative price of oil determined by the world market.9 To
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Reserves appear in the value-added production function as an oil specific physical capital rather than an
intermediate material to incorporate the standard assumption used in the natural resource literature that the marginal
cost of extraction rises as the oil reserves are depleted.
8
See Pieschacón (2012) for an analysis of the effects of oil price shocks on oil exporters using a small open
economy model with both tradeable and nontradeable produced goods. She assumes that oil is a non-produced
endowment in order to simplify the analysis.
9
We are implicitly assuming that the country does not immediately sell the oil field, since this is rare in practice for
giant oil discoveries. If the country sells the oil field upfront, then the responses of the current account and saving
rate may be different from those we feature, depending on how the transaction is recorded in the Balance of
Payments and whether the payment is contingent on successful production.
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induce stationarity of foreign bond holdings, we follow the external debt-elastic interest rate
proposed by Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2003),
1
where

(6)

0 is the interest rate debt elasticity. The second term

is the world interest rate, and

on the right-hand side is the risk premium which is decreasing in the country’s aggregate net
foreign assets. We assume these effects are not internalized by the representative agent.
The current account is defined as
,
where

(7)

is saving.
Aggregate output, capital, investment, and labor are defined as:
,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

(8)

Even if a country starts with an oil sector, there is typically no capital in place at the site
of a newly-discovered oil field. Moreover, most of the investment in capital in the new oil field
must be completed before the first barrel of oil is extracted. Figure I shows oilfield investment
and production for two oilfields in Norway. Note how investment displays a dramatic hump after
discovery, but that oil production starts only after investment falls toward zero. At the Jotun
oilfield, production rises rapidly before gradually declining; at the Draugen oilfield, production
rises more gradually and declines more gradually.
To capture these features, we would ideally analyze the effect of a discovery when there
is no initial capital or labor at the site of the oil discovery. Unfortunately, this approach is not
computationally feasible since standard perturbation methods cannot be used in models with
12

values of zero in steady states. We are then left with the problem that, even with time to build on
capital, a social planner would reallocate labor immediately to combine with the positive preexisting stock of capital to exploit the newly discovered oil.10 We circumvent this problem by
making a distinction between known reserves and producing reserves and by introducing a time
to connect. Known reserves appear as soon as the oil is discovered but become producing
reserves only when the pipelines have been connected to the capital and labor, which takes time.
This time to connect feature captures the time delay between oil discovery and the first oil
production. The stock of producing reserves evolves as follows:

,

(9)

Producing reserves at the end of year t-1, Rt-1, are augmented with an exogenous stream
of new inflows, , and are endogenously depleted by the production of oil, Y2,t.11

captures

the interaction of news of an oil discovery and the time-to-connect feature; in period t - j, news
of an oil discovery arrives. Known oil reserves rise immediately at t-j, but producing reserves R
do not rise until period t because it takes time to connect them to the capital and labor. Thus, the
lag on

captures the key feature that the reserves are not immediately available for

production when the news about the discovery is revealed.

10

Even very high labor adjustment costs do not slow down the reallocation much because the returns to exploiting
the oil immediately are very high. Our assumption of adjustment costs on investment mimics many aspects of time
to build for investment dynamics (Lucca (2007)), but does not overcome the problem of the initial positive stock of
capital being used.
11
We assume the constant stream of exogenous reserve inflow only to avoid the computational problems caused by
steady-states with zero reserves. One could endogenize the exploration and discovery process, as in Pindyck (1978),
Bohn and Deacon (2000), and Gross and Hansen (2013), but doing so would add nothing to the intuition about the
effect of news.
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The first-order conditions for the representative agent are presented in the theoretical
appendix. Our baseline calibration is summarized in Table I. Many of the parameters are similar
to those in Jaimovich and Rebelo (2008), with relevant ones converted to an annual basis to
match our data. The new parameters for the resource sector are set to match some key facts.
Following Gross and Hansen (2013), we set the labor share to 13 percent and the capital share to
49 percent, leaving a resource share of 38 percent. These numbers are also broadly consistent
with U.S. data.12

II.B.

Model Simulation Results
The typical lag between discovery and initial oil production is five years, as discussed in

more detail in the next section. Thus, we explore the effects of a news shock

in equation (9).

The shock is normalized so that the present value of the rise in oil revenue is equal to one percent
of initial GDP in the baseline model.
Figure II shows the predictions of our stylized model for the effects of oil discovery news
that arrives in year 0. The solid lines show the results for the baseline simulation with GHH
preferences. The upper left graph shows that news of an oil discovery leads the current account
to turn negative for five years before becoming sharply positive. The two lower left graphs show
that the initial decline in the current account comes from both a decline in the saving rate and an
increase in the investment rate. The saving rate declines initially because of the wealth effect
from the anticipation of the new resources. The aggregate investment rate rises because of the
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For example, in the U.S. labor share is 13 percent of value added in the oil and gas extraction sectors. A
comparison of the estimates of the value of resources in The Survey of Current Business, April 1994, pp. 50-72 with
the BEA estimates of fixed capital by industry suggest that our capital and resource shares are roughly consistent.
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boom in investment in the oil sector.13 After the oil sector capital stock is built up, the aggregate
investment rate falls below normal for a number of years.
The upper right graph of Figure II shows that GDP does not respond much for the first
five years, but then rises significantly at year 5 when the reserves become available for
production. It then gradually falls as the extra reserves are depleted. Consumption rises on the
arrival of the news and remains permanently higher. Hours fall slightly for the first four years
(note the scale of the graph) before beginning to rise. With GHH preferences, the response of
hours depends solely on the current wage. Wages fall by a very small amount initially because
investment in Sector 1 falls temporarily, reducing the capital-labor ratio.14 The shift in capital to
Sector 2 does not compensate because Sector 2 has much lower labor share.
To determine how many of these effects are due to GHH preferences, the graphs in
Figure II also show results from a model with standard King, Plosser, Rebelo (1988) (KPR)
preferences, displayed as the dashed lines. The qualitative differences across simulations for the
current account, saving, investment, and GDP are small. Thus, the results for those four variables
are robust to the differences in preferences. In contrast, the responses of consumption and hours
are somewhat different across the two experiments. With KPR preferences, hours decline more
as a result of the wealth effect on labor supply, in addition to the reallocation effects from Sector
1 to Sector 2.
It is noteworthy that even with GHH preferences, the macroeconomic effects of oil
discovery news do not look anything like a business cycle. Jaimovich and Rebelo (2008, 2009)
13

The responses for each sector are shown in the supplemental online appendix.
How much Sector 1 investment and hours fall depends on how much interest rates rise in the short-run. Our
calibration follows Jaimovich and Rebelo and sets the debt elasticity of interest rates to be very low, so interest rates
barely move. If the elasticity is higher, so that interest rate rises more, investment and hours in Sector 1 fall more.
14
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specifically introduced their preferences and calibrated them to be very close to GHH so that
news about future TFP could induce business cycles. However, in our case, the news causes
investment rates to move in the opposite direction of both hours and output during key times. For
example, investment collapses just when output is rising.
Another difference is the response in hours, which decrease in the short-run even for GHH
preferences. The key difference between the effects of oil discoveries and the canonical TFP
news shock is the differential labor and capital shares in the oil discovery case. As discussed
above, the oil sector has a lower labor share and a higher capital share than the rest of the
economy. It is for this reason that the oil news shock does not induce a rise in hours for the first
several years.
To illustrate this point, we compare the results of our baseline model with endogenous
depletion and different factor shares to an exogenous TFP model in which both sectors have
identical factor shares: a labor share of 0.58 and a capital share of 0.32.15 News is about future
TFP in the small sector; to match our baseline experiment, we use the reserves process from the
baseline depletion model as an exogenous process for TFP. Figure III shows the results for both
the baseline oil discovery model (the solid line) and the identical factor shares model (the dashed
line). The results for the current account, the saving rate, the investment rate, and GDP are
qualitatively similar across the two simulations, though the responses of output and the
investment rate are substantially greater in the identical factor share model. The consumption and
the hours responses are very different from the oil news simulation. In this alternative
experiment, both consumption and hours rise slowly when the news arrives and then spike up
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These parameter values imply slight decreasing returns in each sector. Decreasing returns are necessary for an
interior solution since both goods are traded on world markets and only good 1 is consumed domestically.
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when the TFP increase is realized. These results show that an oil news discovery shock has
different effects on hours and consumption relative to a news shock to a sector that has similar
factor shares to the rest of the economy.16
To summarize, our theoretical analysis shows that the current account, saving rate,
investment rate, and output responses to news are robust qualitatively to a variety of
specifications. The current account and the saving rate become significantly negative for the five
years between the arrival of the news and the increase in resources. Investment booms for several
years after the news arrives, and then falls. Output rises only after the investment is made. In
contrast, the behavior of some of the other variables, such as labor input and consumption,
depends significantly on the details of the types of preferences assumed and whether the sector
has factor shares that differ from the rest of the economy.
The theoretical analysis also highlights the importance of expanding the study of the
usual “aggregate TFP” news shock to more realistic shocks. The existence of true news shocks
that are expected to affect aggregate TFP is not self-evident. In fact, Atalay (2015) presents
evidence that sector-specific shocks contribute over half of aggregate volatility in the U.S. Even
general purpose technologies are typically not recognized initially for their ability to transform
most sectors of the economy. Rather, the recognition of the potential of those technologies to
transform most sectors of the economy develops very slowly. The more plausible type of
“sudden” news shock is one that affects a few key sectors. The results of our model show that the
effects of those news shocks on some variables can depend very much on the specifics of the
sectors they hit.
16

Further explorations showed that the key difference across the experiments shown in Figure III is the difference in
factor shares, not whether reserves are subject to endogenous depletion or are modeled as an exogenous TFP process.
We also found that an aggregate TFP shock has similar effects to the sectoral TFP shock shown in the graph. See
Figure C.II in the Supplemental Appendix.
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III. WHY USE GIANT OIL DISCOVERIES?
Evaluating the empirical relevance of news shocks is quite challenging. Difficulties arise
on two main fronts. First, theory suggests that the main driving force is agents’ perception of
future availability of output, but it is empirically difficult to measure agents’ expectation as is
well-known from the literature on news shocks. The literature generally relies on subtle
identification assumptions in the context of VARs, which extract news shocks from stock prices
or surveys of expectations about the future (e.g. Leduc and Sill (2013)), or estimation of DSGE
models, which are subject to controversies (see for instance, Beaudry and Portier, 2014). This
approach is even less promising if we want to test the effect of news shocks on the current
account because, as pointed out by Glick and Rogoff (1995), the current account responds to
country-specific shocks, rather than global shocks.
We adopt a quasi-natural experiment approach to test the dynamic impact of news shocks
on output, the current account, saving, investment, consumption and employment by using giant
oil discoveries for a sample covering the period going from 1970 to 2012 and up to 180 countries.
The giant oil discovery dataset is from Horn (2014). 17 Three unique features of giant oil
discoveries make them ideal candidates for measures of news about future output increase. In
turn, exploiting variation in the timing of giant oil discoveries allow us to adopt a quasi-natural
experiment approach that does not rely on a VAR structure and on subtle identification
assumptions.
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We are heavily indebted to Mike Horn, former President of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists,
for his guidance through some of the technical considerations discussed in this section.
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The first attractive feature of giant oil discoveries is that they signal significant increases
in production possibilities in the future. To be able to test the effect of news shocks on the
dynamics of macroeconomic aggregates, particularly to isolate a significant anticipation effect,
those shocks must be significant for the whole economy. It might be difficult to find other output
shocks at the country level that have the macro-relevance of giant oil discoveries. Moreover,
giant oil discoveries are relatively rare events within a country-specific location, so we can treat
them as country-specific shocks.
Second, there is a significant delay between the discovery and the start of production.
Discoveries involve years of delay for platform fabrication, environmental approvals, pipeline
construction, refinery and budgetary considerations. Figure I showed the delay for two
Norwegian oilfields. Experts’ empirical estimates suggest that for a giant oil discovery, it takes
between 4 and 6 years to go from drilling to production.18 Based on our own calculation using an
alternative data source that is less comprehensive but contains more detailed information at the
field level, we find that the average delay between discovery and production start is 5.4 years.19
Obviously, there is some heterogeneity between oil and gas fields. One potential source of
heterogeneity is the difference between onshore and offshore discoveries. Using the
aforementioned alternative dataset, we find that the average delay is 6.7 years for offshore
discoveries and 4.6 for onshore discoveries. All in all, the lag between the announcement of oil
discoveries and production can be substantial and thus allows us to treat giant oil discoveries as
news shocks about future output.
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See for instance, http://www.ellipticalresearch.com/drillingandoilproduction.html. Mike Horn relies on a 7 year
time lag between discovery and production.
19
The data are from Global Energy Systems, Uppsala University. The dataset includes 358 discoveries of giant oil
fields and covers 47 countries. The number of discoveries however shrinks to 157 when considering the period 1970
onwards.
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The last attractive feature of giant oil discoveries is that their timing is arguably
exogenous and unexpected due to the uncertainty surrounding oil and gas exploration, after
controlling for country- and year- fixed effects.20 This feature is crucial for our identification of
the anticipation effect on macroeconomic aggregates including the current account because the
latter adjusts only after the agents receive the news about giant oil discoveries. Resource
exploration is an uncertain activity because it is affected by technological innovation in
exploration and drilling, and by the relative knowledge of geological features for a particular
location including knowledge about the detailed structure of the oil field, its depth or whether the
oil is located in deep water. Some may argue that oil discoveries are somewhat predictable
because some countries appear to have larger oil endowments, or because they have had
discoveries in the past.21 The exact timing of giant oil discoveries is however less likely to be
predictable. Moreover, ex ante no one has information about the potential size of discoveries
which we will also exploit in our empirical strategy.
Thus, the timing of giant oil discoveries constitutes a unique source of within-country
variation that can be used to test both directly and precisely whether news shocks about future
output shocks may affect macroeconomic aggregates. Our data covers giant oil discoveries for
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One might also argue that the precise timing of the announcement of a giant oil discovery could be manipulated
by governments or other entities. Based on conversations with Mike Horn, we understand that these concerns about
a possible manipulation have little ground. In addition, Mike Horn’s dataset is immune from such concerns, as each
discovery date included in his dataset has been independently verified and documented using multiple sources which
are reported systematically for each discovery date.
21
Past discoveries may have two opposite effects on the likelihood of current and future discoveries. On the one
hand, cumulative discoveries may drive up discovery costs so that future discoveries become less likely (see
Pindyck, 1978). On the other hand, past discoveries foster learning about the geology and render future discovery
more likely (see Hamilton and Atkinson, 2013). Thus, past discoveries do not necessarily increase the likelihood of
new discoveries, nor reduce the uncertainty about the timing of new discoveries. In order to control for possible
serial correlations in oil discoveries, we do include previous discoveries and country and year fixed effect in our
empirical regression presented in the next section.
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the period 1970-2012 and for a wide range of countries in the world.22 This allows us to adopt
panel data estimation techniques which control for country and year fixed effects.
Table II shows the spatial and temporal distribution of giant oil discoveries recorded in Horn
(2014)’s data during 1970-2012. In total, 64 countries have had at least one giant oil discovery
during the sample period. While the Middle East and North Africa region experienced a total of
97 discovery events out of a total of 371 in the world, other regions such as Asia (74), the
Western Hemisphere (74) and the Common Wealth of Independent States and Mongolia (51)
also experienced significant numbers of discovery events during the same period.23 The 1970s is
the peak period for giant oil discoveries, but the number of discoveries has been growing since
the 1980s. This contradicts the commonly held view that it became more and more difficult to
discover new oil fields. Figure IV presents the distribution of the logarithm of the size of giant
oil discoveries measured in million barrels of ultimately recoverable oil equivalent. It shows that
there is significant heterogeneity in the size of oil discoveries.

IV. EMPIRICAL STRATEGY AND DATA

IV.A. Empirical strategy
To test the theoretical predictions and in particular the existence of an anticipation effect,
we use a dynamic panel model with a distributed lag of giant oil discoveries, as follows:
22

The dataset excludes shale-oil formations because these do not constitute discovery news shocks. Most if not all
large reserves of synthetic oil and gas in shale rocks in the United States have been known for a (very) long time, as
early as the 1920s. Until the mid 2000s, oil extraction from shale rock formations was thought to be too costly and
technologically impossible. The breakthrough in technological innovation allowed oil to be extracted from shale
formation, but there is very little lag (less than a year) between the first investment and shale production. Thus,
fracking is not “news.”
23
A discovery event is a dummy variable that takes a value of 1 if during a given year at least one discovery of
either a giant oil or gas field is made in any given country, and zero otherwise. The country grouping is from the
International Monetary Fund.
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′

μ
where

(10)

,

is the dependent macroeconomic variables including log real GDP in local currency,

current account-GDP ratio, saving-GDP ratio, investment-GDP ratio, log real consumption in
local currency, and the employment-population ratio;

controls for country fixed effects which

capture unobserved time invariant characteristics such as geographical location;

are year

effects controlling for common shocks, such as global business cycles and international crude oil
and gas prices;

are other control variables used in the robustness exercises, such as

exploration expenditures; and

is the disturbance.

discoveries which we describe in greater detail below.
operators with

1 and

is the net present value of giant oil
and

are th and th order lag

0. In the benchmark regression, we use

1 and

10. In

regressions using log levels of variables (rather than as a percent of GDP) and employment rate,
we also include country-specific quadratic trends.
The panel structure allows us to identify the dynamic effect of oil discoveries on
macroeconomic aggregates, while controlling for country-specific and year fixed effects.
Controlling for country fixed effects is important because it allows us to estimate the withincountry variation in giant oil discoveries on within-country variation in macroeconomic
aggregates and thus to control for any unobservable and time invariant characteristics which may
affect giant oil discoveries and macroeconomic aggregates.24 The extensive panel data (both in
terms of the number of cross-sectional units,

and time span, ) allows us to utilize fully within
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It is worth noting that the estimates of the dynamic panel with fixed effect are inconsistent if the time span of the
panel, , is small. In our case, our sample period covers at least thirty years, thus the Nickell bias of order (1/T) is
seemingly negligible. However, the Nickell bias relies on asymptotic assumptions. Indeed, Barro (2012) shows that
there could be substantial bias in relatively small samples. Relying on the plausible exogenous nature of giant oil
discoveries, we also tried excluding country fixed effects and verified that our main results were qualitatively and
quantitatively similar. We include the country fixed effects in our benchmark model because they are jointly
significant.
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country variation in giant oil discoveries. Because of the infrequent nature of giant oil
discoveries, and because of the long gestation period surrounding the production process, it is
crucial to use a large panel dataset to capture the dynamic effect of those discoveries. The
dynamic feature of the panel regression in the form of an autoregressive model with distributed
lags allows us to use impulse response function to capture the dynamic effect of giant oil
discoveries, which is given by

/ 1

.

IV.B. Data Construction
Our data set consists of an oil discovery measure combined with macroeconomic data for
many countries. We begin by discussing the oil discovery measure. Mike Horn’s dataset contains
information on the country and year of the discovery, in addition to other key information such
as whether the field contains oil and/or gas and the estimated total ultimately recoverable amount
in oil equivalent. The ultimately recoverable size for each discovery is based on the estimation of
the value at the time of the discovery, rather than potentially revised estimates in subsequent
years. It contains the timing of announcements of giant oil discoveries independently of whether
discoveries do eventually pan out or not. Because agents should respond to the net present value
of the output shock revealed by the discovery news, we construct a measure of the net present
value of a giant oil discovery as a percent of GDP, NPV, as follows:

∑
,

,

∗
1

(11)
,

100

NPV for a given country, i, at the time the discovery is made, t, is the discounted sum of gross
revenue derived from an approximated oil production profile,
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,

, from the fifth year

following the discovery to the exhaustion year, , valued at the oil price prevailing at the time of
the discovery. The approximated production profile follows a piece-wise process in the form of
reserve specific plateau production followed by an exponential decline (see Höök et al., 2014 and
Robelius, 2007). 25 Appendix B.I. describes in detail the approximation method relying on
estimates using an alternative oil field database. Gross revenues are valued at current
international prices. The rationale behind using current international prices to value the
production is that oil price series typically follow a random walk process so that current price is
the best price forecast.26
To account for the fact that giant discoveries may happen in countries where the
perceived political risk is high, we allow for country-specific risk adjusted discount rates. Indeed,
exploiting oil and gas fields can be rendered difficult if not impossible in countries where
political risk is high. Discoveries in countries where political risk is elevated should thus be
discounted more than places where risk is lower. We thus compute the adjusted discount rate as
the sum of the risk free rate set to 5 percent and a country specific risk premium.27 The risk free
rate is assumed to be the rate prevailing in the United States. Considering that measures of risk
premia based on that sovereign bond spreads are not readily available for all countries and they
are not necessarily comparable, we use predicted values for risk premia based on the historical
relationship between observed (and consistent) measures of sovereign bond spreads and political
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We choose not to use the so-called Hubbert curve to approximate oil production profiles since it is regarded by
petroleum engineers as a good fit for aggregated field production profiles for a whole region or at the global level.
For single fields, a reserve specific piecewise process consisting in a plateau production and then an exponential
decline is commonly used. We use the engineering-determined depletion schedule rather than the endogenous
depletion rule assumed in our model. As Anderson, Kellogg, and Salant (2014) show, rates of depletion are
constrained by reservoir pressure and do not appear to respond to price.
26
See Hamilton (2009) and references therein for a discussion on forecasting oil prices.
27
Some researchers have however argued that an annual interest rate as high as 14 percent is needed to be consistent
with United States’ consumption-income relationships in a closed economy setting (see Bernanke,1985). Using
alternative values for the risk free rates does not significantly affect our main results.
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risk ratings. The data on spreads on sovereign bonds are from the Emerging Markets Bond Index
Global (EMBI Global) that is available for 41 emerging market economies for the period 19972007.28 Emerging markets are a set of countries for which risk ratings can vary substantially and
thus provide significant statistical variation for estimating a relationship between risk ratings and
sovereign bond spreads. Bond spreads are measured against a comparable US government bond
and are period averages for the whole year. The political risk rating is available for 138 countries
in International Country Risk Guide (2015), which covers most of countries with at least one
giant oil discovery. To examine the effects that political risk has on sovereign bond spreads, we
estimate the following econometric model:
ln
where

ln

,

are country fixed effects,

μ

,

are year effects and

,

,

(12)

is an error term.29 We estimate the

elasticity of the sovereign spreads to political risk ratings using our sample. We then predict the
given country's political risk rating and compute the NPV of giant oil discoveries
accounting for country specific discount rates.
Figure V presents the histogram of the logarithm of NPV, and it shows the significant
heterogeneity in the NPV of oil discoveries. The median NPV is 9 percent of GDP (2.2 in
logarithms), and the largest one is estimated to be 63 times of the country’s GDP. It should be
28

The availability of the sovereign bond spread data limits the sample size to the following countries: Argentina,
Bulgaria, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Algeria, Ecuador, Egypt, Gabon, Ghana,
Greece, Hungary, Indonesia, Iraq, Jamaica, Kazakhstan, Republic of Korea, Lebanon, Morocco, Mexico, Malaysia,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Russia, El Salvador, Seychelles, Spain, Thailand, Tunisia,
Turkey, Ukraine, Uruguay, Venezuela, Vietnam.
29
The estimated coefficients used in the prediction are as follows:
Ln

,

14.10

1.93

ln
3.22

,

,

1.85

The t-statistics in parenthesis indicates that political risk is a significant determinant for the sovereign bond spreads
for emerging markets. R-squared is 0.34.
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noted however that the results presented below are robust to using alternative measures for the
giant oil discoveries such as NPV with common discount rates and uniform production profile,
and a dummy variable for a discovery event.
Our macroeconomic variables are from the IMF (2013), the World Bank (2013), and the
International Labor Organization. The data appendix Table B.II gives a more detailed description
of the data definition and sources. Because our benchmark measure NPV of giant oil discoveries
starts in 1970, and we include 10 lags of oil discovery sizes, our baseline regression uses macro
variables from 1980-2012. The data appendix Table B.III provides the summary statistics for our
key macro variables.

V. BENCHMARK RESULTS
We now present our benchmark results for the dynamic impact of the risk-adjusted NPV
of giant oil discovery on relevant macroeconomic aggregates. Figures VI and VII show the
dynamic responses to an oil discovery news shock based on the estimates of the panel
autoregressive distributed lag model with country and year fixed effects.30 The shaded areas are
90% and 68% (darker grey) confidence bands based on Driscoll-Kraay (1998) standard errors
and the delta method.31
Figure VI displays the responses of the current account, saving, and investment. The top
panel shows that giant oil discoveries have a negative effect on the current account-GDP ratio in
the years immediately following the announcement. Five years after the discovery, the average

30

The supplementary appendix provides the coefficient estimates. Both the country and year fixed effects are jointly
significant with a p-value of 0.000. For variables for which we do not include country-specific quadratic trends, we
also adopt formal panel unit root tests which rejects unit root hypothesis at standard significance levels.
31
We use xtscc and nlcom commands in Stata. The bands are similar if we instead use a non-parametric
bootstrapping method.
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effect of giant oil discoveries turns positive. A peak effect is reached eight years following the
discovery after which the effect starts declining. Those results are consistent with the theoretical
predictions of the two-sector production economy presented earlier. The negative effect of giant
oil discoveries on the current account immediately following the announcement strongly
supports the existence of an anticipation effect. The timing of the anticipation effect is also
consistent with the fact that oil production occurs with a delay of 4-6 years on average. The
effect starts to be positive five years after the discovery which is consistent with the timing at
which oil production starts and output increases. The second and third panels of Figure VI show
that the anticipation effect plays out through both the saving and investment channels. The
saving-GDP ratio becomes negative for about five years following the announcement of the
discovery, and then becomes robustly positive. On the other hand, the investment-GDP ratio
starts to rise one year after the giant oil discovery. It hits a peak around 5 years once oil
production starts and then returns to normal quite quickly.
The top panel of Figure VII shows the effects of a giant oil discovery on GDP. On
average a giant oil discovery has a slightly negative impact on aggregate GDP initially, but then
has a robust positive effect after the start of oil and gas production, about 5 years after the
discovery announcement is made. Output peaks about 8 years after discovery and then slowly
returns to normal over the following years. The pattern of the response of aggregate output to the
news of a giant oil discovery is thus qualitatively consistent with the theoretical predictions from
the two-sector model presented earlier.
The second panel of Figure VII shows the effect on log consumption (not as a percent of
GDP). The estimates indicate that consumption does not respond much at first, but then does
start to rise three years after the discovery. The estimates, however, are imprecise. This
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imprecision could reflect the fact that there is substantial measurement error in our consumption
variable. As we will discuss below, another issue is that the consumption variable includes both
private and public consumption.
The bottom panel of Figure VII shows the response of the employment rate.32 The graph
shows that the employment rate begins to fall immediately after a giant oil discovery and
continues to fall even after the start of production. The employment rate remains depressed for
quite a few years before returning to normal. The estimates are small in magnitude, but precisely
estimated.
A comparison of the empirically estimated responses in Figures VI and VII with the
theoretical responses in Figure II reveals similar qualitative effects. In both the data and the
model, the current account and saving rate fall when the news arrives and then swing positive
after several years. Investment spikes up in the short-run and GDP rises only after several years.
The persistent decline in employment in the data is more consistent with the model with King,
Plosser, Rebelo (1988) preferences, indicating both the wealth effect and the reallocation effect
are important for the decline in employment.
Not all of the point estimates of the estimated impulse responses are different from zero
at conventional levels of significance. The hypotheses we really want to test, though, are about
the general patterns, not whether a response at one particular horizon is statistically different
from zero. In particular, we want to test whether the integral of the response between the
discovery and the start of oil production is different from zero and whether the integral of the
response after production is different from zero. Table III shows the hypothesis tests for the
relevant integrals. We develop the alternative hypotheses to be consistent with our theory. For

32

We use the employment rate rather than total hours because the latter were not available for all of the countries in
our sample. Even with the employment rate, the data are available only starting in 1990.
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example, we test the null hypothesis that the response of the current account-GDP ratio is greater
than or equal to zero against our theoretical prediction that it is negative during the first five
years (horizons 0 to 4). Similarly we then test the null hypothesis that the response is less than or
equal to zero against the theoretical prediction that it is positive for horizons 5 to 11.
The results show that in most cases we can reject the null hypothesis in favor of the
theoretical prediction at standard levels of statistical significance. For example, the response of
the current account-GDP ratio is significantly negative between discovery and production,
indicating a significant anticipation effect, and is significantly positive after oil production starts.
The results are similar for the saving-GDP ratio. The investment-GDP ratio is significantly
positive (with a p-value of 0.02) for the first five years, but not for the following years. The GDP
response is not different from zero during the first few years, but is significantly positive for the
years after the oil production starts up. The consumption response is also significant at
conventional level with a p-value of 0.096. Moreover, the employment response is (statistically)
significantly negative.
Quantitatively, the empirical estimates suggest that a typical giant oil discovery with the
NPV equal to the median value, 9 percent of initial GDP, leads to a peak in GDP of 0.28 percent
8 years after the discovery and a cumulative (undiscounted) change of 1.7 percent (in log points).
The investment rate reaches the peak in the sixth year by increasing 0.15 percent of GDP and the
cumulative change is about 0.42 percent of GDP. The same size of shock leads the current
account to fall in the short-run by 0.21 percent of GDP and to rise in the intermediate run to a
peak of 0.4 percent of GDP. The quantitative effect of a typical discovery on saving is roughly
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about a half of the effect on the current account. The same size of shock causes consumption to
increase by 1.8 percent and the employment rate to decrease by -0.17 percent accumulatively.33

VI. Extensions
We now explore several extensions of the empirical model. In the first extension, we
examine whether the timing of the effects differs for onshore versus offshore discoveries. Second,
we study whether the degree of (external) borrowing constraints affects the responses to giant
discoveries. Finally, we explore the responses of government spending, real exchange rates, and
stock markets to giant oil discoveries.
As mentioned earlier, offshore discoveries typically have longer delays between oil
discoveries and first oil production than onshore discoveries. Thus, it is interesting to check
whether the current account and saving rate switch from negative to positive later in the case of
offshore relative to onshore discoveries, and whether investment-GDP ratio, output and
employment respond earlier in the case of onshore discoveries. To do so, we estimate the
following extended version of equation (10):
μ
(13)
,
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These empirical quantitative results are smaller than the ones implied by the baseline stylized theoretical model.
The theoretical analysis is not intended as a quantitative matching exercise, so we did not include additional frictions
that would dampen the response, such as KPR preferences, imperfect information, uncertainty, and differences
between actual and expected oil production.
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and

where
respectively, and

and

offshore discoveries are given by

denote the NPV of onshore and offshore discoveries
are the th order lag operators. 34 The IRFs for onshore and
/ 1

and

/ 1

respectively.35

Figure VIII compares the responses of the six key variables for the two types of oil
discoveries separately. Overall, results are qualitatively similar to our baseline results pooling
both types of discoveries. However, the current account and saving rate turn from negative to
positive earlier for onshore than for offshore discoveries, as one would expect from the
differential lag length. Moreover, the results suggest that offshore discoveries necessitate bigger
and longer-lived investments than onshore discoveries, and output also increases later for
offshore than for onshore discoveries. The trough of the IRF for the employment rate is earlier
for onshore than for offshore discoveries. These results are consistent with the fact that the delay
between the announcement of the discovery and the start of production is longer for offshore
than onshore discoveries. Most of the responses are not statistically different, though. The
responses of consumption are puzzling. Consumption rises earlier for offshore discoveries than
for onshore discoveries.
One important implicit assumption embedded in our model is the absence of external
borrowing constraints. If a country cannot borrow from the world market, however, then
following a giant oil discovery saving would increase rather than decrease along with investment,
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Our measures of NPV for onshore and offshore discoveries also account for the differences in the time delay and
production profiles for the two types of discoveries. More specifically, the time delays are specified as 4 and 6 years
for onshore and offshore discoveries respectively, and the parameters for production profiles are listed in Table B.I.
Our results still hold if we construct the NPV for two types of discoveries by using the same parameters in the
baseline.
35
This specification imposes the assumption that the autoregressive coefficients (and other control variables) are the
same for the two types of discoveries. However, we achieve similar results if we run regression for two types of
discoveries separately. This alternative specification allows different coefficients in all independent variables and it
is valid in our case because the correlation between two types of discoveries is close to zero.
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and the current account would equal zero since saving equals investment. To investigate these
potential effects, we test whether the macroeconomic effects of giant oil discoveries are different
across countries depending on their degree of financial openness. To capture the level of
financial openness, we use a de facto measure-the ratio of total asset and liability to GDP,
constructed from updated data on external wealth of nations from Lane and Milesi-Ferretti
(2006).36 We calculate the average of this index for each country, and take the median as the
threshold to determine whether a country is financially open (above the threshold) or financially
closed (below the threshold). We then re-estimate our main regressions separately for the two
groups of countries. Figure IX shows that the responses of the current account, saving,
investment and output are roughly similar for the two groups of countries. The employment rates
decline less in financially open countries. The consumption responses have opposite signs for the
financially closed and open cases after oil production starts, but the estimates are not precise.
Thus, the effects of a giant oil discovery on the current account and saving rate are not
sensitive to the degree of financial openness. One possible explanation is that even those
countries that typically face borrowing constraints may see their constraints relaxed after a giant
oil discovery since they can use the giant oil fields as collateral when borrowing. Indeed, we do
not find evidence that the macroeconomic responses to giant oil discoveries for Sub-Saharan
African countries is any different than the overall response for other countries as shown in the
Supplementary Appendix D.
Next we seek to shed some light on two elements we did not incorporate in our simple
theoretical model – the potential government response and real exchange rates. We begin by
36

An alternative measure of financial openness is the Chinn-Ito (2006) index, which is widely used in the
international finance literature for capital account openness. Notice this index is a de jure measure for a country's
degree of capital account openness as it is based on the binary dummy variables that codify the tabulation of
restrictions on cross-border financial transactions reported in the IMF's Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements
and Exchange Restrictions. Our results reported here is robust to this alternative index.
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considering the behavior of government. Our data on investment and consumption aggregates
private and public. Our theoretical model did not model public investment and public
consumption separately, and instead (implicitly) considered government consumption and
investment to be perfect substitutes for private consumption and investment. Pieschacón (2012)
models the government spending and tax responses to oil price increases and shows that a
differential response is important for understanding the differences in the effects of oil price
increases on Norway versus Mexico. To determine the extent to which government is playing a
role after giant oil discoveries, we investigate the responses of public vs. private investment and
public vs. private consumption using data from the IMF (2013), as well as the response of the
government spending-GDP ratio. As shown in Figure X, the private investment-GDP ratio
increases, but the public investment-GDP ratio decreases. Thus, all of the increase in the
aggregate investment-GDP ratio we saw in the earlier graph was due to the response of private
agents. Private consumption (log levels) increases somewhat while public consumption does not
respond to the initial discovery but then jumps up once the oil production begins. Thus, the
government is an important part of the response of total consumption. The final graph of Figure
X shows that while government spending on consumption and investment does rise, it rises less
than the increase in GDP. Thus, it is unlikely that the government behavior is significantly
changing the outcomes relative to our simple model.37
In order to keep our theoretical model simple, we did not include a non-tradeable sector,
and thus our model does not yield any prediction for the real exchange rate. Standard models
37

Lei and Michaels (2014) also find that government spending rises after an oil discovery. In contrast to our results
they find no effect on private investment. There are multiple differences in our implementation that could explain
the different results. Our time period covers 1970 – 2012, whereas theirs covers 1946 – 2008; we measure our
macroeconomic variables in country-specific currency units (which is appropriate for treating each country as an
experiment) whereas they convert everything to U.S. dollars and are thus subject to exchange rate fluctuations; and
they use a simple dummy variable for a discovery event whereas we use a richer method that takes into account both
the size of the discovery and the size of the country’s economy.
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would suggest that the announcement of a giant oil discovery would lead to an immediate
appreciation of the real exchange rate, operating through an increase in the relative price of nontradeables (e.g. Eastwood and Venables, 1982).38 Empirically, we found that the real exchange
rate appreciated during the first five years following oil discoveries, either using a CPI-based or a
GDP deflator-based measure, as shown in the Supplementary Appendix D. However, in both
specifications, the point estimates were very imprecise so no response was significantly different
from zero. Our results are somewhat consistent with the empirical literature on the so-called
Dutch disease, which finds mixed evidence.39 It should be noted however that one key difference
between our estimates and results from the empirical literature on Dutch Disease is that the latter
has so far been focused on the effect of contemporaneous windfall shocks as opposed to news
shocks. Besides obvious measurement issues associated with real exchange rates, there are
several potential explanations as to why we do not find evidence of significant real exchange rate
appreciation following the announcement of a giant discovery. Perhaps, most importantly, is the
fast moving nature of (real) exchange rates combined with the fact that we rely on annual
frequency data for oil discovery announcements. Indeed, as argued by Ramey (2011) getting the
timing right is essential to avoid bias in empirically investigating the effect of news shocks, and
perhaps even more so when considering the exchange rate responses.
Finally, we also explore the effect of oil discoveries on country stock markets. Using data
on financial structure updated from Beck et al. (2000), we tested whether giant oil discoveries

38

Pieschacón (2012) analyzes the effects of oil price increases on Norway and Mexico, and finds mixed effects on
the relative price of non-tradeables. In Mexico, the relative price of nontradeables increases, whereas in Norway it
increases for a couple of quarters but then decreases. Wills (2013) explores the optimal response of monetary policy
to a giant oil discovery in a standard small open economy model. He finds that the real exchange rate appreciate
twice: first when forward-looking households and then the government increases their consumption.
39
See Arezki and Ismail (2013) and references therein for a discussion of the empirical literature on the Dutch
Disease. Arezki and al. (2013) discuss the difficulty of assessing the effect of windfalls on real exchange rates for oil
exporters and find some evidence of asymmetrical Dutch Disease along boom-bust cycles.
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affect stock market capitalization (as a percentage of GDP). The results, shown in in the
Supplementary Appendix D, indicate that stock market indices respond earlier than the GDP
response to a discovery, though the estimates are not very precise.

VII. ROBUSTNESS CHECKS
In this section, we discuss the results of extensive robustness checks for the benchmark
specification. We explore different measures of giant oil discoveries, the effects of removing
groups of countries, differences across oil and gas, and whether oil discoveries are predictable.
We first determine whether our main results are robust to alternative measures of NPV of
giant oil discoveries. We first consider a simple dummy variable for an oil discovery event. This
variable relies only on the timing of the oil discovery, not on the method used to construct a NPV.
However, the disadvantage of this variable is that it ignores the size of the oil discovery and how
it compares to the size of the economy, so it omits potentially important information. Figure XI
presents the estimated responses of six key variables to an oil discovery event. Their patterns are
similar to our baseline results except that the estimates of output are not precise enough to be
significant different from zero.
We also explore alternative versions of our NPV measure of oil discoveries. Instead of
using a more realistic projected oil production profile, we assume a constant production rate for
20 years after production starts. Moreover, alternative to the country-specific risk adjusted
discount rate, we also use common discount factors of 10 percent. The impulse responses of
main macro variables are virtually the same, implying that our results are not subject to the way
we construct our measure of NPV of discoveries. (Figure D.I in the Supplementary Appendix.)
35

Second, we check whether removing groups of countries affects the estimates of the
effect of giant oil discoveries on the macro variables. Recognizing the relative concentration of
giant oil discoveries in certain Middle East and North African countries, we removed all
countries belonging to this region from the sample and found that our main results still hold.
Moreover, we explore the robustness of our main results to using countries which have
experienced at least one discovery. Results are again robust, suggesting that the lack of
comparison from countries where discoveries are absent is not an issue. We also tried using a
broader income categorization based on whether countries are considered “high income” or “low
income” countries according to a classification used by the World Bank. Our main results are
robust to such sample split (Figure D.II in the Supplementary Appendix D).
Third, we check whether the impact of giant discoveries on the macroeconomy is
different for oil (including condensate) and natural gas discoveries. We adopt the approach
similar to the specification in Equation (13), this time including oil and gas discoveries. The
responses of six key variables show similar patterns to our baseline results except the
employment response is insignificant for natural gas discoveries (Figure D.III in the
Supplementary Appendix D).
Fourth, we investigate formally the predictability of giant oil discoveries. It is possible
that agents might have other hidden information that is unobserved by the econometrician and
that could help predict discoveries. In this case, agents may adjust their behaviors including their
saving and investment (and thus the current account) as a response to anticipated discoveries. For
example, agents could borrow through current account deficits before oil discoveries, and then
the Granger causality between discoveries and the current account would be reversed. To test
this possibility, we used both a linear probability model and a logit model to test whether lagged
36

values of the current account, saving and investment have predictive power on the incidence of
oil discoveries. Table IV presents the results of the test of the hypothesis that three annual lags of
current accounts and investment do not have significant predictive power on the incidence of oil
discoveries. 40 The conclusion that emerges from these tests is that there is no evidence of
predictive power of lagged values of the current account and investment for giant oil discoveries.
We go further in exploring whether our results are robust to removing any potentially
predictable giant oil discoveries. Because discoveries that followed others are more likely to be
subject to the view that they are predictable, we test whether our main results still hold if we
remove discoveries in the year immediately following a pre-existing discovery. The impulse
responses for our key macro variables are virtually unchanged compared to our benchmark
results, except the response of employment becomes less informative. We also tried retaining as
news shocks only discoveries that happened without a prior history of discoveries in the last past
three years, and the impulse responses are again qualitatively similar to our benchmark results
(Figure D.IV in the Supplementary Appendix D). Finally, we also controlled for current and
lagged exploration efforts using data from Global Energy Systems and our still find significant
anticipation effects in the current account and saving rate (Figure D.V in the Supplementary
Appendix D).41
One important feature for giant oil discoveries is the lag between the announcement of
discoveries and the start of production. One could argue that the discovery of an oil field might
induce a substitution effect between the newly found oil field and existing ones so much so that
40

Saving is excluded due to obvious redundancy.
The responses of output, investment and employment are insignificant when we include exploration efforts. The
decline in significance owes to the fact that the measure of exploration expenditures limits our sample to about onefifth of the original sample. Conditional on this limited sample, the responses of the six key variables are not
sensitive to the inclusion of the exploration effort and its lagged values.
41
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future oil production and future output may remain unchanged, and the current output may
increase. This substitution effect could potentially reduce the anticipation effect. However, due
to the nature of oil extraction, adjustment costs tend to be high and further investment is
necessary to increase the oil output in existing fields. Thus, in reality it might be difficult to
speed up the oil pumping in existing fields in a short period. Moreover, conceptually the
substitution effect might be more relevant for large oil exporters because they would tend to
internalize the effect of their production on international oil and gas prices. We thus tested the
robustness of our main results to removing the top ten largest oil or gas exporters in the world.42
Our main results are virtually unchanged (Figure D.VI in the Supplementary Appendix D).
Our results are also robust to using different dynamic specifications. In particular, our
results are robust to using alternative econometric specifications that consist in higher order lags
for the dependent variable such as
8,

2, and different orders in lag independent variables, say

12. Results are indeed virtually unchanged to the case when we only use the first lag

of the dependent variable. We also removed the controls for country-specific quadratic trend for
output, employment rate and other level variables. The patterns of impulse responses are also
similar (Figure D.VII in the Supplementary Appendix D).
Finally, we estimated alternative impulse responses using the Chang and Sakata (2007)
“long autoregression” method, which is equivalent to the Jordà (2005) local projections method.
This method has the advantage of imposing fewer dynamic restrictions. Unfortunately, it results
in the loss of many years of data. Nevertheless, the results for the most part give the same

42

According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, the five largest oil exporters in 2012 are Saudi Arabia,
Russia, United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, and Nigeria, and the five largest gas exporters are Russia, Norway, Qatar,
Canada, and Netherlands.
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patterns as the baseline dynamic model for the relevant horizons. (Figure D.VIII in the
Supplementary Appendix D).

VIII. Conclusion
In this paper, we have examined the effect of news about giant oil and gas discoveries on
macroeconomic aggregates. We first presented a stylized two-sector open economy model to
highlight the predicted effect of a sector-specific news shock. To identify the news shock in the
data, we exploited the plausibly exogenous within-country variation in the timing and size of
giant oil discoveries. We then estimated a dynamic panel distributed lag model over a sample
covering 1970 to 2012 for about 180 countries. Results from the estimation provided evidence
for a significant anticipation effect following the announcement of a giant oil or gas discovery. In
particular, we found that immediately following the news shock, the current account and saving
decreased, while investment increased. Only after the beginning of energy production did we
find that the current account and saving rate increased along with GDP. In contrast, we found
that employment fell when the news arrived and remained low for a number of years.
The canonical shock analyzed in the news-driven business cycle literature is a shock to
aggregate TFP. Our oil news shock has special characteristics, though, related to the fact that
resource sectors have lower labor shares and higher capital shares than the rest of the economy.
Our stylized model showed, however, that these unique features did not alter the qualitative
predictions for the responses of the current account, saving, investment, or GDP, relative to a
more standard TFP news shock, though the magnitudes were markedly different in several cases.
The response of consumption and hours did vary across types of shocks for some
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parameterizations of preferences. Thus, the model sheds light on conditions under which we
would expect our empirical results to hold more generally.
Our analysis of a specific, measureable news shock also highlights the need to think more
seriously about the nature of the news shocks identified using time series and estimated DSGE
model methods. While aggregate TFP shocks are useful for theoretical exercises, we would
argue that it would be difficult to find actual instances of shocks that affect the aggregate
production function and are fully anticipated in advance. We suspect that the potential of general
purpose technologies that ultimately raise aggregate TFP is initially perceived by firms in only a
few sectors.
Our oil news shock cannot answer the question of what fraction of output or current
account fluctuations are driven by all news shocks. Nevertheless, our measure may be a useful
tool for others who seek to answer this question. For example, our direct news measure may be
employed as a specification test for times series identification methods. One could use our data
set to test whether a given times series identification technique can properly extract the news
shocks and produce estimated impulse responses that match those that we have estimated. If so,
then those methods may be more credible when they are used to uncover news shocks in other
data sets.
More broadly, our finding that news about future economic events leads to immediate
responses is consistent with two other literatures. It is consistent with the fiscal literature results
of Ramey (2011) and Barro and Redlick (2011), who study the effects of news about future
government spending changes, and of Mertens and Ravn (2012), who study the effects of news
about future tax changes. Like Mertens and Ravn (2012), we find that some key macroeconomic

40

aggregates oscillate from negative to positive after the news arrives. Our results are also
consistent with the notion that news about future output can be an important source of
fluctuations in the current account. Thus, our findings are supportive of the work of Engel and
Rogers (2006) and Corsetti and Konstantinou (2012).
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT, INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND AND OXCARRE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO AND NBER
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
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A. Theoretical Appendix
This appendix provides the first-order conditions for the two-sector model. In the
equations below, λ is the Lagrange multiplier on the net foreign asset accumulation equation (5),
the η’s are the multipliers on the capital accumulation equations in equation (4), and ζ is the
multiplier on the resource accumulation equation (9). The first-order conditions for this economy
are:
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There are 22 endogenous variables: Y, Y1, Y2, C, I, I1, I2, K, K1, K2, N, N1, N2, B, r, R, CA,
SA, λ, η1, η2 , ζ.
The 22 equations are the 9 FOCs plus (2), (3), two equations in (4), (5), (6), two
equations in (7), the four equations in (8), and (9).

B. Data Appendix
B.I.

Approximation of production profile of giant oil discovery
Following the typical 4-6 year delay after the discovery announcement of a giant oil field,

production is set to start.43 To compute the net present value of giant oil field discoveries used in

43

The net present value computation is based on 5-year delay between the discovery announcement and the start of
oil production.
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our econometric analysis, an approximation of the production profile following each discovery is
needed considering the unavailability of comprehensive actual data on field level production.
The approximation relies on empirical production rates from limited available production
data and the size of the reserve associated with the discovery. Given the assessment of the initial
reserve, a production profile is derived using a plateau production level that is field size
dependent, qp , and a maximum depletion rate of remaining reserves, dm. Production equals the
plateau level as long as the depletion rate d(t) is lower than the maximum rate. When exceeded,
the depletion rate is held constant, causing exponential decline in production.
The depletion rate of remaining reserves at time t is defined as:

,

where q(t) is annual production rate and RRR(t) is remaining reserves defined as:
,
where URR is ultimately recoverable reserves (equivalent to field size or initial reserve) and Q(t)
is cumulative production. Accordingly, the field production profile can be described as follows:
0

5,
5&

,
.

Approximations of qp and dm are derived using an oil field database maintained by the
Global Energy Systems research group at Uppsala University (see e.g. Höök et al., 2014 and
Robelius, 2007). Based on an empirical power law relationship between field size and plateau
production, qp, is specified as:
44

.
Furthermore, based on a general tendency of higher depletion and decline rates of smaller
fields compared to larger fields, dm is specified as
.
In Table A1 estimates of parameters α, β, γ and δ are presented for three categories of
giant oil fields: all, OPEC and Non-OPEC fields.
Table B. I: Parameter estimates and R2-values for plateau production and maximum
depletion rate approximation functions
Plateau production rate
Fields

α

β

R2

All giants
Onshore giants
Offshore giants

0.57
0.19
1.53

0.65
0.78
0.53

0.65
0.78
0.48

Maximum depletion rate
Fields

γ

δ

R2

All giants

0.64

-0.31

0.31

Onshore giants
Offshore giants

0.39
0.7

-0.25
-0.30

0.27
0.23

For simplicity, in the baseline setting a single set of parameter estimates corresponding to
the one obtained from pooling all giant oil fields are used for the computation of production
profiles. However, our baseline result is also robust if we construct the NPV by using different
sets of parameters for onshore and offshore discoveries.
To illustrate the approximation, Figure A1 shows the production and depletion rate for a
typical giant oil field of 500 million barrels of ultimately recoverable reserves. After the 5 years
following the discovery announcement, production starts to rise and reaches a production plateau
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that last 5 years before exponentially declining at constant depletion rate. It should be noted that
the production profile would display a different duration for the plateau production depending on
the size of the ultimately recoverable reserves. Formally, the duration of the production plateau,
N, is given by the solution to the following equation:
d

q
.
URR q N
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Figure B. I: Production and depletion rate for a field of 500 million barrels of ultimately
recoverable reserves.
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B.I.

Data Description

Table B.II presents the description of the macroeconomic variables used and Table B.III
presents summary statistics.
Table B. II: Data Definition and Sources

Variable

Definition and transformations

Source

Real GDP

Logarithm of GDP in constant prices,
local current unit.

IMF (2013)

Current account as a percentage
of GDP
Investment % of GDP as gross
fixed capital formation a
percentage of GDP
Saving as a percentage of GDP

Real consumption
Employment

Real private investment
Real public investment
Real private consumption
Real public consumption
Real exchange rate

IMF (2013)
Gross fixed capital formation, both public
and private
Constructed as the sum of current account
and investment, to ensure consistency.
The estimated dynamic effect of giant oil
discoveries on saving is virtually
unchanged if we instead use the saving
data also provided by the World Bank
(2013).
Logarithm
of
final
consumption
expenditures in constant local current
unit.
Defined as employment rate, defined as
the employment to population ratio (in
percentage), both male and female, age
15+. Available from 1991.
Logarithm of (constant price, local
currency unit) private gross fixed capital
formation
Logarithm of (constant price, local
currency) public gross fixed capital
formation.
Logarithm of (constant price, local
currency unit) private consumption
expenditures.
Logarithm of (constant price, local
currency)
public
consumption
expenditures.
Real exchange rate based on CPI and
GDP deflator

Stock market capitalization as a
percentage of GDP

World Bank (2013)

IMF (2013)
“emploare" from International
Labor Organization website at
(www.ilo.org/kilm).
IMF (2013)
IMF (2013)
IMF (2013)
IMF (2013)
IMF (2013)
Beck et al. (2000)
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Table B. III: Summary statistics of macro variables (1980-2012)

Variable
Ln(GDP)
CA/GDP
Saving/GDP
Investment/GDP
Ln(final consumption)
Employment rate
Private investment/GDP
Public investment/GDP
Ln(final private consumption)
Ln(final public consumption)
Government spending/GDP
Ln(real exchange rate based on CPI)
Ln(real exchange rate based on GDP deflator)
Stock market capitalization/GDP

Years

Maximum
number of
countries

Obs

Min

Median

Max

1980-2012
1980-2012
1980-2011
1980-2011
1980-2012
1991-2012
1980-2012
1980-2012
1980-2012
1980-2012
1980-2012
1980-2010
1980-2011
1989-2011

183
180
171
178
162
161
105
105
160
161
104
179
179
112

5504
5408
4711
4956
4567
3541
1959
1959
4511
4523
1926
4745
5075
1958

-356.1
-242.2
-202.9
-2.4
-82.3
28.9
-13.7
-4.5
-113.9
-268.6
1.8
285.1
225.6
0.0

578.0
-3.2
18.1
21.1
590.7
57.6
15.4
4.3
568.4
421.7
21.5
463.4
460.7
28.5

1477.8
106.8
107.2
113.6
1435.6
88.1
95.9
47.1
1426.5
1223.3
87.6
1528.4
2608.5
569.5
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Table I: Baseline Calibrated Parameters For Two-Sector Model

Parameter

Name

Value

Discount factor

0.943

Governs disutility of labor, set so steady-state labor is 20%.

0.4623

Exponent on labor in the utility function, governing intertemporal

1.2

substitution.
Governs intertemporal substitution of the consumption-hours bundle

1

Investment adjustment cost parameter

0.1

δ

Capital depreciation

0.1

α1

Labor share in non-oil sector

0.64

α2

Labor share in oil sector

0.13

αk

Capital share in oil sector

0.49

Elasticity of interest rate with respect to net foreign assets

0.0001

Parameter in interest rate function; set so that the steady-state tb/y =

-22.285

0.04
Relative price of oil

1

Steady-state flow of oil reserve inflow, set so that steady-state oil sector

2

is around 6% of GDP
Ai

TFP in Sector i, i = 1,2

1
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Table II: The Spatial And Temporal Distribution Of Giant Oil Discoveries (1970-2012)
Region

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

2010s

Total

Sub-Saharan Africa

5

6

9

9

9

38

Asia

17

14

20

23

0

74

Commonwealth of Independent States and Mongolia

22

12

4

10

3

51

Europe (include Central and Eastern Europe)

17

5

7

3

5

37

Middle East and North Africa

36

15

23

18

5

97

Western Hemisphere

20

15

16

21

2

74

World total

117

67

79

84

24

371

Note: the figures in the table reflect the total number of “discovery events” for a given decade and a given region. A
discovery event is a dummy variable takes a value of 1 if during a given year at least one discovery of either a giant
oil or gas field was made in any given country, and zero otherwise. The data are from Mike Horn and the country
grouping is from the International Monetary Fund.
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Table III: Hypothesis Tests On Responses To An Oil News Shock

Variable

Theoretical Prediction for

Hypothesis Test

p-value

Alternative Hypothesis H1
Current

Negative response at horizons

Account/GDP

0-4
Positive response starting at

H0: ∑

0 vs. H1: ∑

<0

0.00

H0: ∑

0 vs. H1: ∑

>0

0.00

H0: ∑

0 vs. H1: ∑

<0

0.05

H0: ∑

0 vs. H1: ∑

>0

0.08

H0: ∑

0 vs. H1: ∑

>0

0.02

horizon 5

Saving/GDP

Negative response at horizons
0-4
Positive response starting at
horizon 5

Investment/GDP

Positive response at horizons
0-4
Negative or zero response

H0: ∑

0 vs. H1: ∑

0

0.53

H0: ∑

0 vs. H1: ∑

0

0.71

H0: ∑

0 vs. H1: ∑

>0

0.00

H0: ∑

0 vs. H1: ∑

0

0.10

H0: ∑

0 vs. H1: ∑

0

0.03

starting at horizon 5

GDP

Positive or zero response at
horizons 0-4
Positive response starting at
horizon 5

Consumption

Positive response at horizons
0-11

Employment-

Negative response at horizons

Population ratio

0-11

Notes: bh denotes the estimated impulse response at horizon h. P-values were obtained from Delta method. The
hypotheses are constructed based on the theory presented in Section II.
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Table IV: Test For Predictability Of Giant Oil Discoveries
1980-2012

1970-2012

1980-2012

1970-2012

Linear

0.62

0.47

0.68

0.60

Logit

0.74

0.54

0.72

0.63

Previous discoveries in 10 years

No

No

Yes

Yes

Country and year fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Note: The table reports the outcome of tests of non-predictability of the giant oil discovery event dated by their
announcements. The row denoted "linear" contain the p-value of F test of the hypothesis that three lags of current
account and investment have no predictive power for the oil discovery event on the basis of panel linear probability
model with fixed effects. The row denoted "logit" report the p-value for the likelihood ratio test based on panel logit
model. All tests are specified as
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Figure I: Typical Oil field Investment And Production Patterns:
Examples From Two Norwegian Oil Fields
Note: The investment data is based on nominal data divided by the GDP deflator. The oil production data is in one
thousand barrels per day. The data is from the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (NPD), http://www.npd.no/en/.
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Figure II: Effect Of Oil Discovery News
Baseline Model, 5 Year Lag Of News
Note: The vertical axis shows percentage changes. The solid blue line is the baseline model with GHH preferences.
The green dashed line is the model with KPR preferences. The shock is normalized so that the present value of the
rise in oil revenue is equal to 1% of initial GDP in the baseline model.
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Two-Sector Model, 5 Year Lag of News
Note: The vertical axis shows percentage changes. The solid blue line is the baseline oil discovery model with GHH
preferences. The red dashed line is the two-sector model with identical factor shares and exogenous TFP. Each
sector has a labor share of 58% and a capital share of 32%. Exogenous TFP takes the values of the baseline
endogenous reserves process with an exponent of 0.38.
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The Size Distribution Of Giant Oil Discoveries: 1970-2012

Note: The figure presents the logarithm of million barrels of ultimately recoverable oil equivalent for giant
discoveries in our sample.
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Figure V: The Distribution Of Net Present Value Of Giant Oil Discoveries: 1970-2012
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The Impact of Giant Oil Discoveries on the Current Account, Saving
and Investment

Note: The figure presents the impulse response of an oil discovery with NPV equal to 1% of GDP. The line with
circles indicates point estimates, and grey areas are 90 percent and 68 confidence intervals. The vertical axis shows
percentage changes.
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The Impact of Giant Oil Discoveries on GDP, Consumption and
Employment

Note: The figure presents the impulse response of an oil discovery with NPV equal to 1% of GDP. The line with
circles indicates point estimates, and grey areas are 90 percent and 68 confidence intervals. The vertical axis shows
percentage changes.
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Note: The figure presents the impulse responses of an oil discovery with NPV equal to 1% of GDP for onshore and
offshore discoveries respectively. The vertical axis shows percentage changes.
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Note: The figure presents the impulse responses of an oil discovery with NPV equal to 1% of GDP for countries
with high and low financial openness respectively. The vertical axis shows percentage changes.
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Figure X: Private Versus Public Responses
Note: The figure presents the impulse response of discovery on logarithm of real private and government
consumption (in local currency units) with control for country specific quadratic trend, as well as the response of the
government spending as a percentage of GDP. The line with circles indicates point estimates, and grey areas are 90
percent and 68 confidence intervals respectively.
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Figure XI: The Impact Of Giant Oil Discovery Event On Macro Variables
Note: The figure presents the impulse response of an oil discovery event. The line with circles indicates point
estimates, and grey areas are 90 percent and 68 confidence intervals. The vertical axis shows percentage changes.
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